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What I’d like to talk about today

� a perspective on ‘progress’ in programming systems

� some work done(-ish) towards one kind of progress

� some work to do (your thoughts here!)
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Smalltalk reduced
� fine-grained state (‘sea of objects’)

� pervasive meta-level

� on-line change

� graphical views on live state

� orthogonal persistence

� approachability
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Progress used to occur by

� having a vision

� designing and building a system

� seeing that it was good

� waiting for the world to see likewise
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Once, computing infrastructure came in discrete units

. . . that could be ‘designed’ and ‘replaced’. But no more!
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By the end of the 1970s, something had changed.

� 1956: 1,100

� 1970: 200,000

� 1982: 10,000,000 (?)

� (1990: 100M; 2019: 2G)

As if that wasn’t enough: interconnectedness. . .
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Progress is now: ‘generate ideas that infect the host’
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The ‘Smalltalk school’ has leaned towards ‘design and

replace’.

In 1995, we felt we had achieved a fully

self-contained system: we had an elegant language

with a clever implementation unified with a novel

user interface construction / programming world.

. . . [We] released Self 4.0 into the larger world . . .

in final form July 1995.
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Unix is the host now
Despite endless promises of ‘the next system’. . .

. . . Unix sticks around (with some new guy piggy-backing).

Its cellular functions appear unchanged. . .
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How can we ‘infect’ Unix-like operating systems with

� fine-grained state (‘sea of objects’, not ‘sea of bytes’)

� pervasive meta-level (not ‘patchy debugging if lucky’)

� on-line change (not ‘guess, recompile, reboot. . . ’)

� graphical views on live state (not ‘big GUI’)

� orthogonal persistence (not ‘now do file I/O’)

� approachability (not user@host$ )?
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� a perspective on ‘progress’ in programming systems

� some work done(-ish) towards one kind of progress

� some work to do (+ your thoughts here!)
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In Smalltalk’s “integrated

environment”. . . there is little distinction

between the compiler, interpreter, browser

and debugger, [all of which] cooperate

through shared data structures. . . . [By

contrast, ] Pi is an isolated tool in a [Unix]

“toolkit environment” [and] interacts

with graphics, external data and other

processes through explicit interfaces.

T.A. Cargill

Pi: a case study in object-oriented programming

OOPSLA ’86

Identify the interfaces, work at the interfaces.
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“For Unix” versus “for C”
Modern Unix has lots of quasi-standard interfaces for

� linking, loading

� exception handling

� threading

� debugging

� orthogonal-ish persistence (!)

Think ‘the OS is the runtime’

� image is not per-language, nor even per-program. . .

(PL researchers often see C where they should see Unix. . . )
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My research has been evolving these to realise those

Smalltalk-y ideas.

� enabling fine-grained views of state

� application: run-time type/bounds-checking ‘in C’

� application: doing away with FFIs

� application: process-wide GC (≈ leak detection)

� fixing slow or unreliable reflective interfaces
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Who says there’s no reflection in Unix?
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Evolving Unix: memory mappings as allocations
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Evolving Unix: memory mappings as top-level allocations
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Type information and allocations
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Disjoint metadata example: malloc heap index

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

index by high-order 

bits of virtual address

......

pointers encoded 

compactly as local 

offsets (6 bits)

entries are one byte, 

each covering 512B

of heap

interior pointer lookups may 

require backward search 

instrumentation adds a 

trailer to each heap 

chunk
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One place type info can come from
$ cc -g -o hello hello.c && readelf -wi hello | column

<b>:TAG_compile_unit <7ae>:TAG_pointer_type

AT_language : 1 (ANSI C) AT_byte_size: 8

AT_name : hello.c AT_type : <0x2af>

AT_low_pc : 0x4004f6 <76c>:TAG_subprogram

AT_high_pc : 0x400516 AT_name : main

<c5>: TAG_base_type AT_type : <0xc5>

AT_byte_size : 4 AT_low_pc : 0x4004f6

AT_encoding : 5 (signed) AT_high_pc : 0x400516

AT_name : int <791>: TAG_formal_parameter

<2af>:TAG_pointer_type AT_name : argc

AT_byte_size: 8 AT_type : <0xc5>

AT_type : <0x2b5> AT_location : fbreg - 20

<2b5>:TAG_base_type <79f>: TAG_formal_parameter

AT_byte_size: 1 AT_name : argv

AT_encoding : 6 (char) AT_type : <0x7ae>

AT_name : char AT_location : fbreg - 32
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Reifing data types at run time
struct ellipse {

double maj, min;

struct { double x, y; } ctr ;

};

0__uniqtype__int 4“int”

__uniqtype__double 8“double”

2__uniqtype__point 160

0

3__uniqtype__ellipse 32“ellipse”

0 8

80 16

...

� use the linker to keep them unique

� → “exact type” test is a pointer comparison

� is a() (isInstance) is a short search
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liballocs vs C-language SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks

bench normal/s liballocs/s liballocs % no-load

bzip2 4.91 5.05 +2.9% +1.6%

gcc 0.985 1.85 +88 % – %

gobmk 14.2 14.6 +2.8% +0.7%

h264ref 10.1 10.6 +5.0% +5.0%

hmmer 2.09 2.27 +8.6% +6.7%

lbm 2.10 2.12 +0.9% (−0.5%)

mcf 2.36 2.35 (−0.4%) (−1.7%)

milc 8.54 8.29 (−3.0%) +0.4%

perlbench 3.57 4.39 +23 % +1.6%

sjeng 3.22 3.24 +0.6% (−0.7%)

sphinx3 1.54 1.66 +7.7% (−1.3%)
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It’s not Smalltalk yet!

It’s still a bit low-level, but we are building something.

struct uniqtype; /∗ type descriptor ∗/

struct allocator ; /∗ heap, stack, static , etc ∗/

allocator ∗ alloc get allocator (void ∗obj); /∗ which one? (at leaf ) ∗/

uniqtype ∗ alloc get type (void ∗obj); /∗ what type? ∗/

void ∗ alloc get site (void ∗obj); /∗ where allocated? ∗/

void ∗ alloc get base (void ∗obj); /∗ base address? ∗/

void ∗ alloc get limit (void ∗obj); /∗ end address? ∗/

Dl info alloc dladdr (void ∗obj); /∗ dladdr−like ∗/

// more calls go here ...

The ‘something’ is liballocs. It fills some gaps in Unix:

� model memory over a whole process: stack, heap, . . .

� type information ≈ language-agnostic metamodel

� captures substructure and reference p.25



How do we get from ‘typed allocations’ to ‘objects’?

‘Message-passing objects’ is more language-y than system-y

Not all languages want to view the world that way

Smalltalk’s ‘big ideas’ fit nicely in a polyglot world

Language semantics can be a thin ‘lens’ on this state. . .
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Like human cultures, language cultures have a tribal streak

‘We need a MyLang way of doing foo!’

In my view, this is a trap. It is ‘island thinking’.

Good ideas need to be set free—wider than a language

e.g. in the Unix! Pluralism has been a Unix survival trait
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Unix’s recipe for pluralism is explicit meta-level

interfaces/conventions.

Don’t ‘fix a single implementation’ (of the stack, of

compilation, of debugging. . . )

Use the stack however you like! But describe how you do so.

Contrast: ‘one VM to rule them all’ (no snark intended)
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� enabling fine-grained views of state

� application: run-time type/bounds-checking ‘in

C’

� application: doing away with FFIs

� application: process-wide GC (≈ leak detection)

� fixing slow or unreliable reflective interfaces
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Dynamically safe C?

� $ crunchcc -o myprog ... # + other front-ends
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Dynamically safe C?

� $ crunchcc -o myprog ... # + other front-ends

� $ ./myprog # runs normally
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Dynamically safe C?

� $ crunchcc -o myprog ... # + other front-ends

� $ ./myprog # runs normally

� $ LD PRELOAD=libcrunch.so ./myprog # does checks
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Dynamically safe C?

� $ crunchcc -o myprog ... # + other front-ends

� $ ./myprog # runs normally

� $ LD PRELOAD=libcrunch.so ./myprog # does checks

� myprog: Failed is a internal(0x5a1220, 0x413560

a.k.a. "uint$32") at 0x40dade, allocation was a

heap block of int$32 originating at 0x40daa1

Reminiscent of Valgrind (Memcheck), but different. . .

� exploit run-time type information

� aware of allocators

� aware of fine-grained object bounds

� much faster (. . . )
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� enabling fine-grained views of state

� application: run-time type/bounds-checking ‘in C’

� application: doing away with FFIs

� application: process-wide GC (≈ leak detection)

� fixing slow or unreliable reflective interfaces
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How reliable is this DWARF stuff anyway?

Does it let me walk the entire call stack?

Does it describe my locals in register and stack slots?

Does it let me tell pointers from non-pointers?

Answer: not in general—yet. But it could.
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Is this a pointer I see before me?

/* for stack frame main_vaddrs_0x4004f6_0x400516 */

struct stored_ptrs __ptrs_hello_c_main_vaddrs_0x4004f6_0x400516

0x4004f6, 0x400516, 2 /* nstored */, /* stored */ {

{ .what = LOCAL,

.what_info = { local: { "argv" } },

.where = STACK,

.where_info = { stack: { -32 } }

}, {

.what = CALLER_REG,

.what_info = { caller_reg: { 6 /* register rbp */

.where = STACK,

.where_info = { stack: { -16 } }

} } };

Current compilers have gaps/bugs in debug coverage. p.35



� a perspective on ‘progress’ in programming systems

� some work done(-ish) towards one kind of progress

� some work to do (+ your thoughts here!)

p.36



� fine-grained state

� pervasive meta-level

� on-line change

� orthogonal persistence

� graphical views on live state

� approachability

p.37



Three ideas we’re trying to develop right now

Files, not just memory

A pervasive graphical view of Unix

Making programming approachable
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Three ideas we’re trying to develop right now

Files, not just memory

� Unix’s ‘image’ involves files

� wanted: files as heaps of allocations

� wanted: heaps of allocations as directories of files!

A pervasive graphical view of Unix

� ‘live views’, not dead terminal dumps

� use the metasystem!

� file data and program invocations become widgets

Making programming approachable

� borrow good ideas (not mistakes) from notebooks
p.38



Instead of objects persisting in an image. . .

Unix has a ‘file/memory divide’. Bad for everyone!

� users see files, but need big ‘applications’ to interpret

� OS sees bytes; knows nothing

� files’ ‘sea of structure’ is known privately to programs

Wanted: a system beyond mmap(), that can see inside files

p.39
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Users also access files, as coarse-grained named units

$ cat staff .csv

Wanted: make that fine-grained via a naming language

$ cat staff .csv/named cols/surname/0

Wanted: ‘a name for every allocation’ (cf. Kay’s ‘object

URLs. . . )

p.42
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Files as heaps, heaps as directories

To avoid ‘code all the world’s file formats’, can we exploit

� existing file-reading/writing code

� our new metasystem?

Hypothesis: lower-cost ‘file’-servers by introspection

p.44



Terminal: dead snapshots on demand; driven by code

$ cat mydata.tsv | column −t

78 79 80 81 82 83

R financed by RC 3364 3879 4291 4468 5008 5143

R financed by foundation 613 675 793 852 1067 1048

R financed by government 1228 1362 1368 1351 1446 1495

...

$ gnuplot mydata−plot.dem

$ mimeopen mydata.svg

Want instead: ‘live-updating views’!

� that can be manipulated directly

� . . . or programmatically; choose!

� remember: each data cell now ‘is’ [also] a file
p.45



Pervasive graphicality

A lot of good ideas to be mined from Self, Morphic, . . .

� extend our metasystem to files and programs

� generate widgets from meta-level and available

code/programs

p.46



Approachability

p.47



Scientific computing – early adopters?

� scientists often work with files, Unix, . . .

� strong visual element, e.g. plots / charts

� smart people with appetite for better tools

Notebooks are popular, although much discussed. . .

� reproducibility problems

� too self-contained! sounds familiar?

Proposing notebook-like suite of tools/widgets

� dogfood our files and widgets work

� . . . to get a notebook-like UI

� borrow record-replay to improve reproducibility

� ‘a notebook is an editable, documented replay log’?
p.48



Trying to grow the circle. . .
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Picture credits
Old River Cottage – Dominic Davison

Elliott 405 delivery – Norfolk Record Office

Self gas diagram – ACM

Lab preview notebook – Jupyter.org
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Recap

Smalltalk’s big ideas can be ‘sneaked in’ to Unix

A metasystem for memory is the starting point

Now trying to reach user abstractions: files, UIs

. . . without forgetting: users are programmers and

vice-versa

Lots of code, papers, . . .

http://humprog.org/∼stephen#publications
http://github.com/stephenrkell/

p.51
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